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CIMPLICITY I/O : CIMPLICITY I/O is a very powerful tool for PLC programming that provides very fast results, user‐friendly features, and a very friendly price. Hi, as I mentioned in my
previous question, I used this API to program the robot : int result = pc2.SetPoint(i, 75, 0, 0, 0); But when I run it there is an error : OLE Error From:. Please contact your system
administrator. The OLE DB provider "SQLSRV" for linked server "SQLSRV" reported an error. The provider did not give any information about the error. . NET Provider ErrorCode : 0
Message: An error occurred while establishing a connection to the. Thank you for your help! A: I was able to solve this issue on my side just by adding following parameters: result =
pc2.Execute("d1/SetConfigGet(" + "i", "75", "R", 0, 0, 0);"); I believe that you can use your own PLC machine name in this line: result = pc2.Execute("d1/SetConfigGet(" + "i", "75", "R",
0, 0, 0);"); Q: Access to the path 'C:\Users\Peter\Documents\Visual Studio 2015\Projects\YahooFinanceClient\YahooFinanceClient\obj\x86\Release\fcn.obj' is not allowed There is a target
in my VB project that I can never seem to run. I get the following error: "Access to the path 'C:\Users\Peter\Documents\Visual Studio
2015\Projects\YahooFinanceClient\YahooFinanceClient\obj\x86\Release\fcn.obj' is not allowed." Other targets work fine, and the project is targeting "x86" on my computer. I have tried
cleaning and rebuilding the project. A: This seems like the error you would
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